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### Abstract

The potential failure modes of a network based accessible pedestrian system were analyzed to determine the limitations and benefits of closed-loop operation. The vulnerabilities of the system are accessed using the industry standard process know as Failure Modes and Effects Analysis. This analysis reveals that because the closed-looped operation increases operational observability, there is only one failure mode that is not detectible. Investigation on reliability of hardware and software indicate that the probability of this particular event is extremely low. The three primary components of a distributed real-time control system are hardware, software, and communications. Environmental conditions are the predominant factors that determine hardware reliability. The system was tested for its ability to function in the presence of electrical transients specified my NEMA. All hardware components meet or exceed NEMA temperature requirements. Software errors are difficult to detect and difficult to predict. Best practices in development and testing can minimize the number of errors. Testing includes multiple years of both laboratory and field testing.
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Failure Analysis of Network Based Accessible Pedestrian Signals in Closed-Loop Operation
INTRODUCTION

The primary focus of the work provided for by this grant was to access the factors that affect the safe operation of the Advanced Accessible Pedestrian System (AAPS). This report addresses the activities associated with completing each task of the proposed work by describing the methods and materials utilized along with the results that the tests provided. This report also discusses proposed changes to the hardware design as well as to the software that defines the AAPS operating characteristics.

BACKGROUND

Researchers at the University of Idaho (UI) have developed a new accessible pedestrian system (APS) based upon an enabling technology that has been designated as Smart Signals. This enabling technology is based upon a network of microprocessor pedestrian stations that communicate to an interface controller located in the traffic controller cabinet. The architecture of the Smart Signals AAPS is described in detail in a National Institute for Advanced Transportation Technology (NIATT) final report for project KLK715 [1]. Readers of this report are encouraged to read the KLK715 report if they unfamiliar with the ongoing Smart Signals research.

In summary, as shown in the system block diagram seen in Figure 1, the AAPS is comprised of an advanced pedestrian controller (APC) and multiple advanced pedestrian buttons (APB) located next to intersection crosswalks. The APC, located in the traffic controller cabinet, interfaces at the field terminals of the load switch outputs that drive the traffic signals to sense the pedestrian signal on-off status. The APC also connects to the field terminals where the conductors from conventional buttons terminate. The APC contains a power transformer to convert the 120VAC power to 12VAC. This power is distributed to all pedestrian buttons to power the microprocessors required to play the audio messages associated with APS operations prescribed by the Manual for Traffic Controller Devices [2]. Communications between the APC and APBs is provided using 10 Mbps Ethernet over power lines (EoP).
One of the advantages of the Smart Signal technology is the ability for bidirectional communications. This is in contrast to conventional traffic signal devices (visible signals and audible messages) that operate in open-loop fashion. The primary concern addressed by this research is the verification that the audible message that instructs a pedestrian that the WALK sign is active for the designated crosswalk. For a pedestrian who is blind or has low vision acuity, the correctness of this message is critical for his or her safety. The research project set out to take advantage of the bidirectional communications to overlay the operations control algorithms with an operations validation process involving closed-loop communications.

Equally important for reliable APS operations is the disruption to traffic flow in the event of a APS failure. Current AAPS safe-fail operation generates constant pedestrian calls on all pedestrian inputs. Should an intersection operate with one approach activated by a vehicle or pedestrian call, then the constant call for that approach would cause that phase to be served for the minimum green time even though there are no pedestrian or vehicle traffic. This could cause the traffic on the preferred approaches to stop after a maximum green time. It is also
possible that false pedestrian detection could disrupt coordinated traffic patterns. In ether event, reliable operation and prompt repair of an APS is highly desirable so efficiently serve pedestrians and vehicles.

Reliable operation is critical to user confidence in pedestrian system will provide them with the service they expect. Feedback by means of an audible, visual, and tactile feedback enhances pedestrian awareness for pedestrians who have normal vision as well as those who have low vision or who are blind.

**Clarification of terminology:**

Throughout this report, the term “closed-loop” will be used. This term has different meanings to different industries. A common example of closed-loop control is a cruise control employed on many automobiles. As illustrated in Figure 2, the measured error signal is generated from the computed difference between the reference input and measured output. The sensor is a device or instrument that measures the response of the system being controlled. The controller is a collection of electronics and/or electromechanical devices that perform an algorithm to apply the appropriate control signals to the system under control. In general, the feedback signal corrects the control actions sent to an external dynamic system [3]. This feedback signal is continuous in nature and the loss of the feedback usually constitutes a system failure.
Chapter 3 of the Traffic Signal System Handbook describes a closed-loop system as distributed processor traffic control system with control logic distributed at three levels [4]. The levels of control are a local controller, an on-street master, and an office computer. This handbook also describes three control modes that the system may operate: “free” mode or time-of-day mode, manual mode, and responsive mode. [5]. The time-of-day modes and manual modes do not fit well with the classical context of closed-loop control. The responsive mode of operations as defined by the Traffic Signal Systems Handbook is closest to the classical definition of closed-loop control. However, loss of feedback for a responsive system does not necessarily constitute a system failure.

Throughout this report, the term “closed-loop” will be used in the sense of classical control theory. Error signals or conditions are determined by detecting a difference between the desired operation and the actual indicated operation. The error signal will be used to change the system that results in the safest mode of operation. More specifically, the closed-loop control paradigm will be applied to the Smart Signals distributed real-time safety critical control system.

**DESCRIPTION OF TASKS**

The following subsections of this report addresses the tasks that were proposed and describes the activities completed for each task.
Task 1: Review of Advanced Accessible Pedestrian Station Engineering

There are two fundamental components of all computer based systems: the hardware and the software program that the computer or computers execute. In a distributed control system such as Smart Signals, the communications link between devices has the added component of possible data corruption from electrical interference. The design of the AAPS paid particular attention to the mode of operation in the presence of failure results in defaulting to the safest operations for both pedestrians and vehicle operators. The following sections will address each of the three components of a distributed real-time safety critical control systems, the failure modes, and the mitigating action.

Task 1.1: Accessing Hardware Reliability

Components and systems that are collections of components have failure rates that are stochastically determined by testing a multiplicity of units over a range of environmental operating and storage conditions. Failure rates are not uniform throughout the life cycle of a system or component as demonstrated by the graph in Figure 3. After the initial burn in time that includes component infant mortality, the reliability levels off to a constant rate over its useful life until the period of wear out occurs. Wear out is more of an issue with mechanical devices than for electronic components. Reliability is measured as mean time between failures (MTBF) or mean time to failure (MTTF) with units of hours. (Discussions with manufacturers of industrial electronic systems reveal the new product development for an otherwise fully functional system is more likely to occur because of the unavailability component critical due to supplier discontinuation.)
The military handbook on Reliability Prediction of Electronic Equipment [6] provides a systematic process for determining the system reliability. Commercial software is also available that is based on MIL-HDBK-217F as well as other reliability standards to assist in determining system reliability. Contributing factors include normal operating temperature, time operated at extreme temperatures, and the device maturity. It is beyond the scope of this report to explain the process of determining reliability. Section 2.1.5 of the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) TS 2 standard for Traffic Controller Assemblies with National Transportation Communications for Intelligent Transportation System Protocol (NTCIP) Requirements-Version 02.06 specifies that operating temperature range be from $-35^\circ C$ to $+74^\circ C$ [7].

Section 2.1.6 of the NEMA TS 2 standard describes the transient testing for inputs, outputs, and power connections. Transient testing was completed in December 2010 at Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories (SEL) of Pullman, WA. The company is international renowned for producing computer based power system protection equipment. Prior to testing, researchers from the UI met with engineers at SEL to review the engineering design of the APC interface and APB circuit boards. After implementing design modifications, the equipment was brought back to SEL for testing. The transient wave characteristics specified in Section 2.1.6 of the NEMA standard were generated using commercial transient generators commonly
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used to test power system protection equipment. The test included conditions when power
was not applied to the AAPS as well as when the AAPS was operating under full power.

Task 1.2: Accessing Software Reliability

There exists a profile similar to the reliability curve shown in Figure 3 for software error
detected. Frequently the error rate metrics are in units of errors detected per unit of time such
as months or hours of operation. Software reliability is a function of coding practices and
code complexity. Software reliability is distinctly different from hardware reliability because
software does not degrade over time. The mean execution time shall be used to recalculate
the MTBF values. It is assumed that if a failure occurs in a service, it will take half the
execution time to reach the fault. After release of a product, software errors are encountered
when untested execution paths are run revealing a performance malfunction. Software errors
can remain undetected throughout the life cycle simply because the system is never expected
to perform under the circumstance that would execute the code where the error exists. The
longer a product is in service, the higher the probability that the software error will be
revealed.

Code coverage evaluation tools available in many high end integrated development
environments (IDE) for software development can help to reduce the number of branches
that are untested when a product is released. The process for using this tool requires that the
program be run for a period of time with as many variations of input conditions as possible.
After a set period of time, the execution of the program is halted and the diagnosis of the
code coverage report is analyzed. The code coverage tool reports functions (subroutines) that
are executed and the amount of time required to complete the function. It also reports
functions that are not executed. The analysis of the program code should reveal the next
course of action. Possible conclusions are that there are no conditions that would result in
calling the function not covered; in which case, the code should be removed from the
program. Another conclusion is that the inputs were never placed into the condition that
results in the function being called. For this case, the test suite should be modified to generate necessary conditions.

Software errors are always present starting at the time when a system is put into service. It is more appropriate to address software quality in terms of maintainability, errors per thousand lines of source code, algorithm complexity, and number of decision points or code branches. The programming language also effects software reliability. Unfortunately, the most prevalently used programming language for embedded systems is “C” that has a low rating for being able to generate unambiguous programs.

A search of the literature reveals that following a few but relatively simple practices when developing computer programs results in discovering and clearing most software errors [8,9]. The code inspection is predicted to eliminate up to 90% of software errors prior to the systems introduction to the public [10].

For our metrics of evaluation of software quality, we maintained a record of software issues and posted them on the internet using Wiki server software. The errors were discovered by observing performance of AAPS systems over 15 months of field trials encompassing four test sites in the U.S.

**Task 1.3: Accessing Communications Reliability**

Real-time distributed control using Ethernet network communications has existed since before 1980 and today, it is considered to be a mature technology [11]. Ethernet over power line (EoP) uses the 60Hz power conductors to also carry Ethernet communications. From its inception, HomePlug was intended to be a standard that would allow products to use existing home electrical wiring to communicate with each other and connect to the Internet. The first HomePlug standard, HomePlug 1.0, was released in June 2001 [12]. To this author’s best knowledge, to date, the only other traffic control device that uses EoP for real-time communications is the Autoscope vehicle detection system [13]. The issue of communications reliability was the subject of a master’s degree thesis in 2010 [14].
Task 2: Design System Test Program

The purpose and challenge of software testing is succinctly stated in the syllabus of a course that studied this subject. “Software testing is any activity aimed at evaluating an attribute or capability of a program or system and determining that it meets its required results. Although crucial to software quality and widely deployed by programmers and testers, software testing still remains an art, due to limited understanding of the principles of software. The difficulty in software testing stems from the complexity of software: we cannot completely test a program with moderate complexity. Testing is more than just debugging. The purpose of testing can be quality assurance, verification and validation, or reliability estimation. Testing can be used as a generic metric as well. Correctness testing and reliability testing are two major areas of testing. Software testing is a trade-off between budget, time, and quality [15].”

It became most proficient to use the operation code for testing unless the operation of a specific hardware component came into question. The functionality of the software was modeled using state diagrams that were generated for each possible operational sequence. These state diagrams were generated prior to writing any software to describe the system functionality during different modes of operation. Subsequently, processor code was written to implement the structure described by the state diagrams. After code development, the program execution was stepped through by a test team to verify that based upon the input conditions, the code execution transitions to the proper next state. An example of one such state diagram is shown in Figure 4 [16]. The APB program required six state diagrams to fully model all APB operations.
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Task 3: System Testing

The evaluation process known as FMEA or Failure Modes and Effects Analysis was initiated during the Apollo space mission in the 1960’s. The purpose of this analysis is to determine the possible weaknesses in a system design and determine the level of effort and cost that is needed to reduce risk associated with failures. The ten steps listed in Appendix I are commonly used to generate the FMEA matrix [17]. The process of generating the FMEA matrix is not an exact science; it requires numerous subjective estimations. The quality of the matrix and the decisions derived depend on the experience and knowledge of the group that

Figure 4: Typical state diagram for APB.
generates the matrix. Data resulting from examination of the AAPS in the laboratory and in the field at beta test sites.

**Tasks 4 - 7: Design and Integration of Closed-Loop Software**

These four tasks encompass the software that provides the closed-loop supervisory control algorithms to fault detection and safe-fail operations. The closed-loop software monitors the temporal validity of the data exchanged between the APC and individual APBs. Even for data that has not changed in value, the confidence level in the data’s validity degrades over time in real-time controls unless reinforced in a timely manner.

**FINDINGS; CONCLUSIONS; RECOMMENDATIONS**

**Results of Review of Advanced Accessible Pedestrian Station Engineering**

**Hardware:**

The basic assumption that will be made concerning hardware is that the system was installed and configured correctly. This is a reasonable assumption and one that is made each time a new traffic signal is commissioned. Personnel installing the equipment are expected to have thoroughly tested the system prior to permitting use in the public domain.

i. **Beta Test Site Field Experience:**

The factors that are used to determine the reliability of integrated circuits clearly reveal that using a few large scale integration components has higher reliability than systems made of numerous small scale integration components. Experience with reliability studies readily demonstrate that the reliability of the system is dominated by hardware connections.

The engineering of the AAPS took these observations derived from studying the reliability prediction methods into consideration during the design process. All components were verified to be rated for the industrial component temperature range of -40°C to +85°C. The operating power and voltage ratings were also verified for all components. Beta testing in St.
Paul, MN began in February 2010 and continues with no cold or hot weather related failures. There are currently three additional test installations for the AAPS: Lafayette, IN, Las Vegas, NV, and Moscow, ID.

This is not to say that there have been no equipment failures in any of the four test installations. However, as will be described later in this report, the failures do not result in an increased risk to pedestrians or the operators and passengers of motor vehicles.

To verify that the AAPS consistently reverted to the safe-fail operating conditions, all possible fault scenarios listed in Appendix II were conducted in the laboratory. Additionally, APB and APCs did fail at installations in St. Paul, MN, Lafayette, IN, and Las Vegas, NV. In all instances, the AAPS correctly executed the fail-safe operating mode. The following case example revealed the system’s ability to perform safely during failures.

At the St. Paul intersections, conductive foam was packed between circuit boards to protect them during shipping. One APC began intermittent operation and was replaced. In each instance, the APS went mute and persistent calls were placed on the traffic controller. Inspection of the APC revealed that the conductive foam was not removed before installation. After the conductive foam was removed, the system has now been functioning for the past 13 months.

In Lafayette and Las Vegas, one APS failed to boot correctly. In both cases, the APC placed a persistent call exclusively for the crossing served by the failed APB. The APBs were replaced and sent back to the UI for testing. Analysis of the failed APBs from Lafayette and Las Vegas revealed a design flaw with the APS. The solution was to remove a power up reset integrated circuit for the EoP transceiver and allow the microprocessor to reset the EoP transceiver during the microprocessor’s boot up process. No other circuit modifications are required.

During our preparation to have the AAPS certified for NEMA rating, it was noted that there was a requirement for systems to tolerate a 500 ms power outage without the traffic device
rebooting. The requirement was met by installing a 25,000 µF, 25 VDC capacitor across the APC’s unregulated power supply. The APC is now capable of power outages in excess of 600ms.

ii. Transient Protection

Modifications to the APC hardware following the meeting with SEL engineers were confined to increasing conductor size and reducing the length of wires to reduce the electrical impedance of the grounding circuits. These modifications were suggested by SEL engineers based upon numerous years of electrical protection equipment design and manufacturing. Due to the low cost of the modifications, there were no tests to determine if the original APC design would meet transient protection requirements. No design changes were recommended for the APB.

The AAPS equipment was tested for functionality after each transient test. In all cases, the AAPS equipment functioned normally.

Software:

The primary means of software testing has been through laboratory tests and demonstration field installations. Four test sites have been in service for up to 13 months as of this report. One intersection has recorded over 3,000 pedestrian calls without any software error reported or recorded by the APC event log.

A record of software testing and reported errors is listed on the Wiki web site http://pedlab.ece.uidaho.edu/dokuwiki/aaps:testing. This on-line report demonstrates the systematic testing performed for the 2010 development phase. Inspection of this on-line document reveals that this documentation continues today.

iii. Communications

After significant evaluation and testing, Sapp [14] notes several environmental factors that determine the reliability of EoP. Since the communication uses frequencies up to 40 MHz,
the home 120VAC wiring seems to be ill suited for Ethernet communications. 40 db of attenuation of the high frequency signals can reduce the effective communication rate from 13 Mbps to less than 1.9 Mbps. The AAPS requires a maximum effective data rate of 0.99 Mbps. Laboratory tests show that even at this small of bandwidth, there were no communication failures.

Issues that affect the attenuation are wire gauge, wire capacitance, and termination impedance. Of the 4 beta test sites, only one site was unable to utilize existing pedestrian button conductors for EoP communications. It has since been determined that a transient protection component with high device capacitance was mistakenly placed across the APB power terminals thus shorting out much of the high frequency energy.

iv. FMEA Matrix

The FMEA matrix is provided in Appendix II. The issues are listed in order of severity of possible consequences in the event of failure. In the final analysis, the only possible undetectable failure is if the APB hardware were to malfunction in such a way as to play a WALK message and report that it is playing some other message. This error is undetectable by the AAPS system.

To assess the risk, the probabilities of occurrence of a very particular combination of hardware and/or software errors; the probability that a pedestrian is at the crosswalk who would not be able to see the WAIT signal and the probability that the pedestrian would not be able to determine that the parallel traffic had a red signal, would have to be multiplied together. The probability that a pedestrian with the specified limitations is at the crosswalk when the processor failed in this specific way would be very difficult to determine. But that probability will only reduce the total probability given the probability for a specific processor. The failure rate or probability of failure is the inverse of the MTBF. The published MTBF for the NXP LPC2468 processor used in the APBs is 2,580,000,000 hours or approximately 300,000 years. Subsequently, the possibility of this particular failure precipitating into this prescribed scenario is less than one chance in 2,580,000,000.
The primary source of software errors in the AAPS, as with any software based product, are a result of product feature enhancement sometimes referred to as “feature creep.” I wish that I could say we always followed our own advice. In the rush to satisfy customer demand, best practices are ignored and the time is not taken to implement peer code inspection. Software errors related to upgrades and enhancements are usually detected in production. I can only cite the following justifications:

1. Limited resources – graduate students have a full course load.
2. Good ideas are exciting and code inspections are boring.
3. Our industrial partner is anxious to accommodate paying customers.

The first level of fault security is provided by the expectation of bidirectional communications in a deterministic manner. The message protocol for the AAPS is described in the NIATT report for KLK715. This report shows that each time the APC sends a status update packet to each individual APB with a SetRequest message each APB in return generates a GetResponse message. If the APC fails to receive the appropriate GetResponse message, that APB is flagged by the APC as failed and appropriate action is taken as described below.

Based upon the FMEA analysis, a strategic fault mitigation and recovery plan was developed by the NIATT development team and our industrial commercialization partner. The following policies were established and are listed in order of priority:

1. Faults will be detected and mitigated at the location closest to where an incorrect action would have the direst consequences.
2. The APB will not play any audible message if the pedestrian signal status provided by network communication was older than 500 ms.
3. All pedestrian stations become inert in the event of a loss of network communications due to any failure. (Inert – no audible messages, LED indications, or vibrotactile actions.)
4. APB will revert to the locator tone whenever the pedestrian signal status indication from the APC is not in a WALK condition.
5. The APC will place a constant call on any APB that does not respond to a status update within 500 ms.
6. The APC will change the LED indication on the APC panel from green to red.
7. The APC will continue to send pedestrian status information to all APBs and look for a response message.

In the final analysis, we see that closed-loop operation causes all but one failure mode to be observable. The ability to detect failures also provides the ability to report. Present capabilities of the AAPS allow alert email messages as well as remote diagnostics provided there is access to network services. The operation of the AAPS is maintained to the highest degree possible in the event of a failure of any one APB.

FUTURE WORK

It is expected that, with the number of lines of source code required for the AAPS, software errors will continue to be identified. Working closely with our industrial partner, the errors will be identified and corrected.

Regardless of system reliability, the traffic industry favors an independent device to monitor traffic and now pedestrian control devices. The control of traffic signals is currently monitored by a device called a conflict monitor (CM) or malfunction management unit (MMU). These devices contain a hardware configuration circuit board on which jumpers indicate which signals are compatible by detecting the voltages on the outputs of the signal load switches. The CM or MMU is expected to detect conflicts between vehicle traffic signals as well as between pedestrian and traffic signals. Even though the AAPS is capable of detecting such conflicts, the industry practice expects an independent testable monitor that can detect incorrect operations and place the pedestrian stations into a benign state. We are initiating research into development of a pedestrian fault monitor (PFM) that, in the event of an incorrect operation, will de-energize all pedestrian station until manually reset.

Recent studies have shown that beaconing is a significant aid for helping blind pedestrians to complete a street crossing without straying outside the crosswalk. A second speaker will be added to all APBs that are directed toward the crosswalk being served to provide a beaconing signal for blind and low vision pedestrians.
We are also investigating ways to incorporate passive video detection with APB operations. Preliminary investigation has revealed a safety concern of inattentiveness and/or distraction resulting in pedestrian related crashes. It would be our intention to use the passive detection to alert pedestrians of potential dangers.
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APPENDICIES:

Appendix I: Steps to Generate an FMEA Matrix

1. **List the key process steps in the first column.** These may come from the highest ranked items of your FMEA matrix.

2. **List the potential failure mode for each process step.** In other words, figure out how this process step or input could go wrong.

3. **List the effects of this failure mode.** If the failure mode occurs, what does this mean to us and our customer…in short what is the effect?

4. **Rate how severe this effect is** with 1 being not severe at all and 10 being extremely severe. Ensure the team understands and agrees to the scale before you start. Also, make this ranking system “your own” and don’t bother trying to copy it out of a book.

5. **Identify the causes of the failure mode/effect** and rank it as you did the effects in the occurrence column. This time, as the name implies, we are scoring how likely this cause will occur. So, 1 means it is highly unlikely to ever occur and 10 means we expect it to happen all the time.

6. **Identify the controls in place to detect the issue** and rank its effectiveness in the detection column. Here a score of 1 would mean we have excellent controls and 10 would mean we have no controls or extremely weak controls.

7. **Multiply the severity, occurrence, and detection numbers** and store this value in the RPN (risk priority number) column. This is the key number that will be used to identify where the team should focus first. If, for example, we had a severity of 10 (very severe), occurrence of 10 (happens all the time), and detection of 10 (cannot detect it) our RPN is 1000. This means all hands on deck…we have a serious issue!

8. **Sort by RPN number and identify most critical issues.** The team must decide where to focus first.

9. **Assign specific actions with responsible persons.** Also, be sure to include the date for when this action is expected to be complete.

10. **Once actions have been completed, re-score the occurrence and detection.** In most cases, we will not change the severity score unless the customer decides this is not an important issue.
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Appendix II: AAPS FEMA Analysis

I. Incorrect audible message:
   a. Description: This error is manifested by an incorrect audio message being played.
      i. A message indicates that the WALK signal is on when the WAIT signal is flashing or in the solid on state
      ii. The APB would give the walk message for the wrong crosswalk when the WALK signal is on
      iii. A WAIT or LOCATOR tone is played when the WALK signal is on
   b. Possible causes:
      i. Software program error
      ii. System setup error, the incorrect audio files were programmed to the APB
      iii. Pedestrian button failed
      iv. Pedestrian fails to press the button
   c. Potential adverse effects:
      i. Pedestrian enters street and collides with a vehicle
      ii. Creation of a multi-vehicle collision while attempting to avoid the pedestrian
      iii. Sighted pedestrian enters street because the WALK signal is on
      iv. Low vision pedestrian is not able to cross the street
   d. Detection method:
      i. Incorrect GetResponse message to APC
      ii. User reports malfunction to traffic agency

II. Failure to place a pedestrian call:
   a. Description: Pedestrian presses the button but he or she never receives a WALK signal.
   b. Possible causes:
      i. Defective APB
      ii. Connector from APC to cabinet ped call inputs is disconnected
      iii. Partial APC electronics failure
      iv. EoP communications failure
      v. Power failure
      vi. APC failure
      vii. Pedestrian button failed
      viii. Pedestrian fails to press the button
c. Potential adverse effects:
   i. Pedestrian crosses intersection with a red traffic light indication for parallel traffic movement. Result could be pedestrian – vehicle collision or creation of a multi-vehicle collision.
   ii. Pedestrian enters crosswalk when parallel traffic has green indication but without WALK signal indication. Possible collision due to right turning or left turning traffic not realizing pedestrian is in the crosswalk.
   iii. Low vision pedestrian is denied access to crosswalk and unable to cross the street.

d. Detection method:
   i. No GetResponse message from the APC
   ii. User reports malfunction to traffic agency
   iii. APC front panel LED red for failed APB
   iv. Entry in APC event log

III. No audible output:
   a. Description: There is no audible locator tone and there is no audible WAIT message played when the button is pressed. However the call is placed and APB red LED turns on. There is no audible message when the WALK signal is on.
   b. Possible causes:
      i. Partial electronics failure
      ii. Incorrect configuration during setup
      iii. Speaker failure
   c. Potential adverse effects:
      i. Low vision pedestrian is denied access to crosswalk and unable to cross the street
      ii. Loss of pedestrian confidence in pedestrian signals resulting in ignoring pedestrian signals
   d. Detection method:
      i. User reports malfunction to traffic agency

IV. No button pressed LED on APB after press:
   a. Description: Red on APB fails to turn on after button press at local street corner or at corner at the other end of the crosswalk. Audio messages are played correctly and pedestrian calls are placed.
b. Possible causes:
   i. Partial electronics failure

c. Potential adverse effects:
   i. Deaf or pedestrian with hearing loss will not know that call has been placed

d. Detection method:
   i. User reports malfunction to traffic agency

V. No communications between the APC and APB:
   a. Description: The APC and all APBs have power. No audio messages and APB red LED does not acknowledge call has been placed. WALK signal is served on every green phase.
   b. Possible causes:
      i. Partial electronics failure
      ii. RF interference or RF attenuation inhibits EoP signal
      iii. APC fails to boot correctly
      iv. APB fails to boot correctly
   c. Potential adverse effects:
      i. Same as II. Failure to place a pedestrian call
   d. Detection method:
      i. APC front panel LEDs all red
      ii. User reports malfunction to traffic agency
      iii. Entry in APC event log

VI. Failure to correctly detect a WALK or WAIT single indication:
   a. Description: WALK or WAIT signal voltages are not detected. Walk message is never played.
   b. Possible causes:
      i. Low AC signal voltage
      ii. Partial APC electronics failure
      iii. Field wiring connection cable unplugged
      iv. Broken wire or loose connection on field terminal
   c. Potential adverse effects:
      i. If both WALK and WAIT signal voltages cannot be detected, APBs will go mute. Calls will be placed if button is pressed.
      ii. Low vision pedestrian is denied access to crosswalk and unable to cross the street.

---
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d. Detection method:
   i. User reports malfunction to traffic agency
   ii. Entry in APC event log
   iii. Web page status will indicate both WALK and WAIT signals are off

VII. **No 12VAC power to APB**
   a. Description: Power conductors from APC to APB have no voltage.
   b. Possible causes:
      i. Short circuit on one or more 12VAC power conductors from APC to APB
      ii. Short circuit protection resistors on APC termination board are open
      iii. Broken conductor
      iv. Broken terminal
   c. Potential adverse effects:
      i. See II. **Failure to place a pedestrian call**
   d. Detection method:
      i. The GetResponse message from the APC
      ii. User reports malfunction to traffic agency

VIII. **Power supply failure:**
   a. Description: System does not operate. No audible locator tones at APB stations. No power LED indication on APC.
   b. Possible causes:
      i. No cabinet power
      ii. APC power switch in off position
      iii. APC 120VAC circuit breaker open
   c. Potential adverse effects:
      i. See II. **Failure to place a pedestrian call**
   d. Detection method:
      i. User reports malfunction to traffic agency
      ii. Unable to log in remotely

IX. **APC fails to boot correctly**
   a. Description: APC fails to begin executing program. All front panel APB LEDs on APC are red. System not functional. Constant call placed on all ped call outputs. All APS are muted but have power.
   b. Possible causes:
i. APC CPU failure 
ii. Partial APC electronics failure 
iii. EoP module fails to communicate with APB 
iv. Software error 

c. Potential adverse effects:
   i. See items II through IV above 

d. Detection method:
   i. The GetResponse message from the APC 
   ii. User reports malfunction to traffic agency 

X. APB fails to boot correctly
a. Description: APB has power but does not play beacon tone or place calls. 
b. Possible causes:
   i. Software error 
   ii. Partial electronics failure 

c. Potential adverse effects:
   i. See items II through IV above 

d. Detection method:
   i. The GetResponse message from the APC 
   ii. User reports malfunction to traffic agency